If you’re a guide in the backcountry, other people’s lives can depend on the gear that you choose. That’s why, in 1995, when we first started out making avalanche probes, we decided to hold every item we made to a higher standard. Will this equipment improve the abilities and safety of professionals who live and work in the backcountry?

Once we’d set this standard, the name of our new company became obvious: Genuine Guide Gear. It’s not just a name. It is a badge that every item we produce must earn the right to wear. For example, G3’s TARGA binding revolutionized telemark skiing. Our shovels are the strongest and most versatile on the market.

Next we applied our standard to a new line of four backcountry skis. Skiers were so impressed that we’ve expanded this line to nine unique skis, including a series designed just for women. Three skis. Ideal for touring. The Tonic is a freeride ski, designed to master any snow conditions, while the Zest will give female skiers a new level of confidence in all terrain and in variable snow conditions. The innovative designs and meticulous constructions have consistently blown away reviewers and skiers alike.

But for us, the year’s most exciting development is the introduction of our remarkable new AT binding: the ONYX. Skiers will love its cutting-edge combination of light weight, high performance, and ease of use. This binding deserves to wear the G3 name.

At G3 we see every season as an opportunity to introduce innovative new products that skiers and backcountry travelers can rely on. This year is no different. We look forward to hearing from backcountry professionals that G3 is the brand they trust.

WARRANTY

G3 warrants that the product will meet the specifications stated in the instructions and G3 agrees to repair or replace the product free of charge if the product does not conform to the specifications. Notice for replacement must be given within 60 days of the discovery of the defect. All warranties of merchantability or of fitness for a particular purpose are hereby excluded and/or waived.

For warranty information and to register your product go to www.genuineguidegear.com.
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As backcountry skiing evolves beyond traditional definitions, so does G3’s ski program. In response to the growing list of requirements of the modern backcountry skier, G3 continues to diversify the line-up with skis that are equally aplomb in the backcountry fluff as they are inside the gates. From ridgelines to lift lines, whether you access terrain with heli-drops or heel lifts, G3 has the ski to meet your demands.

Providing all the tools anyone will need to find a quality ski adventure, G3 is proud to offer 9 skis with 9 different personalities. These include the new lightweight wide-body ZenOxide, the vertical dumping Tonic, and the confidence inspiring Zest.

G3 Skis, your choice for a premium ride.
**FAT SKIS**

**EL HOMBRE**

This act is as fiery as it looks. El Hombre is an impressive performer that moves nimbly with smooth, refined power. It is wide and stable underfoot, yet unlike many fat boards, the El Hombre hasn’t lost its edge. Reviewers rave about the El Hombre’s ability to ski narrower when they need it, with a perfect flex and shape to lay down round, stable arcs in the deepest fluff and most demanding muck. For those who live in softer snow climates or just prefer the mass of a big ski, El Hombre proves that there can be friends on a powder day! Combining agility, stability and confidence-inspiring control, El Hombre isn’t just a powder day companion though. It could very well be the everyday choice.

**TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)**
136 / 105 / 124

**LENGTHS (CM)**
170, 177, 185, 192

**WEIGHT (PAIR)**
4.0kg / 8.8lb (177cm)

**TONIC**

Created for those who eat-up terrain and log serious vertical on the descent, the Tonic is the perfect potion to create your favourite kind of magic. Designed with our new Joyride Technology, the Tonic has three unique features. Its Dual Density sidewall construction reduces high speed jitters and variable snow surprises. The newly developed Joyride camber and Low Mass Tip geometry allows for a predictable response, effortless floatation and easy steering on and off piste. The 100mm underfoot provides time tested dimensions for the everyday, full throttle ride. The Tonic is G3’s new elixir for the confident skier seeking out thrilling terrain and remarkable descents. The G3 Tonic, drink it in.

**TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)**
132 / 100 / 123

**LENGTHS (CM)**
170, 177, 185

**WEIGHT (PAIR)**
3.7kg / 8.1lb (177cm)

**ZENOXIDE**

The ZenOxide is the market’s fattest lightweight ski. Get closer to enlightenment as you explore both ridge lines and lift lines with a ski that’s ideal for any tour. The ZenOxide shares the same footprint and stable, award-winning performance as the El Hombre with a 105mm platform underfoot. But we’ve reduced the weight with a snappy, lightweight Paolownia/Poplar core. This lightweight fat ski makes uphill endeavors less work without asking for compromises when it comes to the down. Take a deep breath and experience our mantra of effortless travel and confident descents.

**TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)**
136 / 105 / 124

**LENGTHS (CM)**
170, 177, 185

**WEIGHT (PAIR)**
3.6kg / 7.9lb (177cm)
ALL-MOUNTAIN SKIS

SPITFIRE

The Spitfire is our guide’s ski, revisited. Featuring the perfect dimensions for any ski adventure, the Spitfire delivers nimble versatility and smooth, predictable response. Designed to handle any snow, from hero to horrific, the Spitfire is a smooth turner with a predictable flex and a solid feel. Inspiring confidence in any conditions, the Spitfire also light and agile enough to tour AT or tele. Bulky but tourist-friendly, the Spitfire embodies the new standard for versatility.

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)
123 / 89 / 111
LENGTHS (CM)
170, 177, 184
WEIGHT (PAIR)
3.5kg / 7.7lb (177cm)

RAPID TRANSIT

Wide and lightweight and edgy, the G3 Saint is a heavenly ride. It is our special-edition, performance-tuned mid-fat ski that’s light enough for long tours. Over a pound lighter than G3’s original classic and perennial, the Reverend. Able to fly uphill like an angel, the Saint rips big lines like the devil. With enough girth to keep it on top in the fluff, the proprietary laminated wood core makes it quick and edgy on firmer snow—truly an epiphany. Whether you go AT or telemark, the Saint is the fastest, lightest way to get to heaven.

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)
128 / 91 / 116
LENGTHS (CM)
171, 178, 185, 192
WEIGHT (PAIR)
3.6kg / 7.9lb (178cm)

Rapid Transit

Wide and stable, the Rapid Transit rips through crud like an express train on a schedule. While its round flex and ample dimensions guarantee a fast, stable ride in big snow and big mountains, its unique asymmetric design gives it uncommon edge-to-edge response and hold. Having built a cult following since its inception, the RT is our most precise, crisp-turning wide board. It is the world’s first fat asymmetric, and reaps the biggest benefit from this unique design with its remarkably versatile performance in everything from fluff to firm.

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)
126 / 93 / 114
LENGTHS (CM)
170, 177, 185
WEIGHT (PAIR)
3.4kg / 7.5lb (177cm)

ASYMMETRIC
CHOOSING YOUR SKI

G3’s new Joyride technology combines 3 innovative design features that work synergistically to create a highly advanced freeride ski.

1. Our new Joyride camber line offers a reduced camber and early shovel lift. The reduced camber allows for easy steering and predictable response while the early lift of the shovel offers dependable and effortless flotation. The early shovel lift also delivers the positive effects of having a longer running surface in soft snow while at the same time offering the benefits of a shorter running surface on hard pack.

2. Our innovative Dual Density sidewall construction reduces to an absolute minimum the high-speed jitters and nervousness often felt in variable snow conditions.

3. Finally, our Low Mass Tip geometry reduces the flutter typically associated with lower camber skis by reducing the amount of mass that is above the snow at the tip of the ski.

These 3 new design features work together to create G3’s most innovative ski technology and serve as the foundation for a new series of G3 freeride skis.

STANDARD CONSTRUCTION

- Top Sheet Made of CoExtruded Polyamides, the toughest material available, specially textured to reduce tone.
- Primary Superior Reinforcement: 90 + 6 deg Biaxial Glass for Longitudinal and Torsional Rigidity.
- Secondary Superior Reinforcement: 0 deg Biaxial Glass for Longitudinal and Lateral Rigidity.
- ABS/Impact Resistant sidewalls.
- Primary Lower Reinforcement: 0-90 deg Biaxial Glass for Longitudinal and Lateral Rigidity.
- Hardened Steel Edges.
- Original P-Tex Electra Sintered Conductive Base.

JOYRIDE TECHNOLOGY

G3’s new Joyride technology combines 3 innovative design features that work synergistically to create a highly advanced freeride ski.

1. Our new Joyride camber line offers a reduced camber and early shovel lift. The reduced camber allows for easy steering and predictable response while the early lift of the shovel offers dependable and effortless flotation. The early shovel lift also delivers the positive effects of having a longer running surface in soft snow while at the same time offering the benefits of a shorter running surface on hard pack.

2. Our innovative Dual Density sidewall construction reduces to an absolute minimum the high-speed jitters and nervousness often felt in variable snow conditions.

3. Finally, our Low Mass Tip geometry reduces the flutter typically associated with lower camber skis by reducing the amount of mass that is above the snow at the tip of the ski.

These 3 new design features work together to create G3’s most innovative ski technology and serve as the foundation for a new series of G3 freeride skis.

ASYMMETRIC: DEFINED

The Rapid Transit and the Luscious have a unique asymmetric sidecut. This means that the skis’ two outside edges – those under your little toes – have more sidecut, so they can produce a tighter turn radius than the inside edges.

These little toe edges are on the inside of each of your turns, parallel or telemark. Think of them like the inside wheels of a car that is making a turn; the inside wheels follow a tighter line than the outside wheels. In the case of G3 skis, these tighter-radial edges are more active in each turn, resulting in more inside ski control, precise transitions, and crisp arcs.

TURNING RADIUS

We have always said we do not like to talk turning radius, and we are sticking to it. The reason we don’t is that we do not use a simple arc when we design a ski sidecut. This makes it impossible to offer meaningful sidecut radii. G3’s unique sidecuts have a curve that continuously changes in radius along the length of the ski. We could give you an approximate radius, but this value would not accurately position the arc on the ski and would not tell you how and where it merges to a tip and tail transition. Thus, giving you a sidecut radius or turning radius alone is relatively meaningless.

Many other factors like width, torsional rigidity, flex distribution, snow conditions, skier ability, and weight also contribute to how a ski performs and feels.

IDEAL USAGE

- **Powder/Loose Snow**: El Hombre, Zen Oxide, Tonic, Saint, Rapid Transit, Spitfire, Zest, Luscious.
- **Soft Packed**: El Hombre, Zen Oxide, Tonic, Saint, Rapid Transit, Spitfire, Zest, Luscious, Viva.
- **Firm**: El Hombre, Zen Oxide, Tonic, Saint, Rapid Transit, Spitfire, Zest, Luscious, Viva.

G3 SKI CONSTRUCTION

Each of our skis is based on one of the three design strategies described below. We start every ski by incorporating our standard construction techniques. For some models, that’s all they require. With others, we then add either our asymmetry or joyride technology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKI MODEL</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>XS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>S-M</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>M-L</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Hombre</td>
<td>&gt;175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonic JOYRIDE</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen Oxide</td>
<td>&gt;175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitfire</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Transit ASYM</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zest JOYRIDE</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luscious ASYM</td>
<td>177</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SKI SIZING

- **XS**  | 95–115 | 115–135 | 135–155 | 155–175 | >175
- **S**  | 43–52 | 52–61 | 61–70 | 70–79 | >79

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKI MODEL</th>
<th>TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM)</th>
<th>LENGTHS (CM)</th>
<th>WEIGHTS (KG / LB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Hombre</td>
<td>136 / 106 / 124</td>
<td>170, 177, 185, 192</td>
<td>4.0 / 8.8 (177cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonic JOYRIDE</td>
<td>132 / 100 / 123</td>
<td>177, 185</td>
<td>3.7 / 8.1 (177cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zen Oxide</td>
<td>136 / 105 / 124</td>
<td>170, 177, 185</td>
<td>3.6 / 7.9 (177cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spitfire</td>
<td>123 / 93 / 114</td>
<td>170, 177, 184</td>
<td>3.5 / 7.7 (177cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint</td>
<td>126 / 93 / 114</td>
<td>170, 177, 184</td>
<td>3.4 / 7.5 (177cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Transit ASYM</td>
<td>128 / 91 / 116</td>
<td>171, 178, 185, 192</td>
<td>3.6 / 7.9 (178cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zest JOYRIDE</td>
<td>132 / 100 / 123</td>
<td>166, 172</td>
<td>3.4 / 7.5 (168cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viva</td>
<td>121 / 88 / 109</td>
<td>157, 166</td>
<td>3.2 / 7.0 (166cm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luscious ASYM</td>
<td>126 / 91 / 114</td>
<td>157, 167</td>
<td>3.3 / 7.2 (166cm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G3’s fresh, fun, and confident Women’s Collection moves into its second year. This winter, we’re introducing the wider-bodied Zest, and offering repeat performances by the award winning Viva and the delectably asymmetric Luscious.

The vibrant and energetic graphics on the G3’s Women’s Collection skis come partnered with responsive and uncompromising performance. Featuring a flex pattern designed for a lighter, more graceful passenger and a generous sweet spot, the new Zest, Luscious, and Viva grab first tracks in high performance women’s skis.

Photo by Kari Medig
WOMEN’S SKIS

Zest

This is a ski that confident women can take anywhere. Its wider dimensions deliver unquestionable float and make for easy cruising over any obstacle. Our new Joyride technology applied to the Zest allows women to dump vertical with ease and play through variable terrain all day. Featuring G3’s new Dual Density sidewall construction, the Zest absorbs jitters that other skis can deliver at high speeds and in variable snow conditions. Our newly developed Joyride Camber also offers predictable rebound, effortless floatation and easy steering while the new Low Mass Tip geometry reduces flutter typically associated with reduced camber and early tip rise skis. Finally, we added a Paolovina/Poplar core in order to accommodate a lighter passenger. Epitomizing true Joie de Vivre, the Zest will take you to the next level.

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM) 132 / 100 / 123
LENGTHS (CM) 166, 172
WEIGHT (PAIR) 3.4kg / 7.5lb (166cm)

JOYRIDE

Viva

Skiing is life. Both require confidence. Charge the moguls, rip the groomed, carve the steeps. Let it go and the Viva brings you back, turn after turn. Designed for a woman, the Viva provides plenty of platform for flotation and stability with a lively and reactive flex for dynamic turning power. It’s a fun, midfat ski for aggressive rippers of the female variety; a solid, stable inspiration anywhere you take it. Ski with confidence. Live with flair. Viva!

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM) 121 / 88 / 109
LENGTHS (CM) 157, 166
WEIGHT (PAIR) 3.2kg / 7.0lb (166cm)

Luscious

The Luscious extends a warm invitation to women to enter the world of fat skis. No ordinary wide-body, the Luscious is the result of G3’s tireless efforts at perfecting the asymmetric sidecut. Asymmetry makes the Luscious nimble and agile like a narrower ski while offering the flotation and stability of a wide, big mountain cruiser. Giving the skier the best of both worlds, its ease of engagement, responsive flex return, and unflappable sure-footedness make the Luscious a call to bliss. Dial in the generous sweet spot and enjoy an effortless ride. Feel more energized at the end of the day and ski the most varied conditions with grace. The first asymmetric ski designed for women, the Luscious turns skiing into a …well… more luscious experience.

TIP / WAIST / TAIL (MM) 126 / 91 / 114
LENGTHS (CM) 157, 165
WEIGHT (PAIR) 3.3kg / 7.2lb (165cm)

ASYMMETRIC
ALPINIST elle CLIMBING SKIN

Our goal was to create a climbing skin that meets the unique needs of female skiers. We started with our revolutionary Alpinist Climbing Skin and added the new RipStrip to make the skins easier to use in the field. The RipStrip reduces skin to skin adhesion, making the Alpinist elle quick and easy to pull apart, reducing transition time. With the lightweight, fast gliding, easy to handle Alpinist elle Skins underfoot, women will be moving quicker and easier, working with their skins instead of fighting with them, and saving energy for the downhill. And isn’t that the way it should be?

WIDTHS
70mm, 85mm, 100mm, 115mm, 130mm

LENGTHS
x short, short, medium, long, x long

G3 SPADETECH elle

The SpadeTECH shovel was designed for versatility and durability. Then we noticed women gravitating to this shovel. Of course! The compact design fits easily into a woman’s proportionally smaller pack. The reduced size of the blade allows women to move snow with technique rather than brute strength. We added a splash of colour along with our WOMEN’S COLLECTION signature artwork and created a new shovel: the SpadeTECH elle. It’s the perfect match for the women who use it: sleek, stylish and strong.

SPEED PRO 240 elle

The Speed Pro 240 elle is a backcountry essential that assembles with a flick of the probe and a pull of the cable. The 240 elle model incorporates our shortest segment lengths, making it easier to handle and effortless to stash into a women’s pack. Add our signature WOMEN’S COLLECTION colour treatment and the Speed Pro elle becomes both the elegant and the intelligent choice for a woman’s backcountry pack.

WIDTHS
70mm, 85mm, 100mm, 115mm, 130mm

LENGTHS
x short, short, medium, long, x long

TARGA ASCENT S/S elle & TARGA ASCENT elle

The joy of telemark touring is now available for women. When we sized the award winning TARGA Ascent for smaller boot sizes we created the only women’s specific touring telemark binding on the market. Available in lightweight aluminum or durable stainless steel. Once you try it you’ll never go back.

TARGA T/9 elle & TARGA elle

The telemark turn is a thing of grace; your telemark bindings should be just as refined. Designed to fit smaller boots, the TARGA elle and TARGA T/9 elle are the original pieces of G3’s WOMEN’S COLLECTION. Ski with style, turn with panache.
Setting the standard for power and performance with the introduction of the TARGA, G3 has added to our impressive line-up of High Performance Telemark bindings over the years with the free-pivoting TARGA Ascent, women’s specific offerings in the TARGA elle and TARGA Ascent elle, as well as the featherweight TARGA T/9.

We are proud to continue the tradition of delivering high performance bindings with this year’s release of the new ONYX. The new G3 ONYX, our innovative alpine touring binding, is the product of intensive research, design, and engineering. Its features and construction will delight and impress AT skiers everywhere.

Photo: www.selkirksperience.com
We started out several years ago by asking Alpine Touring skiers what they were missing in their current choice of bindings. They consistently told us that they wanted more performance and usability, without a weight increase. Taking that as our goal, G3’s design team went to work to develop a lightweight, high performance, and user-friendly AT binding. We started by creating an enhanced Tech system toe attachment to provide a rigid and secure boot interface and an easy step-in experience. Then we added a heel mechanism that shifts fore and aft to allow for an easy switch between tour and ski mode without having to release the boot from the binding. Of course, we remained focused on weight and ease of adjustment every step of the way.

The end result is the ONYX, an AT binding that deserves the G3 name. Both uphill and down, the ONYX delivers a premium ski experience. Its features and construction will delight and impress AT skiers everywhere.
G3 ONYX PATENTS PENDING

FEATURES
- Easy to switch between tour and ski mode on-the-fly
- Easy step-in toe utilizing the Tech system
- Dependable and intuitive pole-actuated heel lifts
- Increased overall rigidity creating increased overall skiing performance
- Adjustable base plate mounting system applied to the toe and heel for quick adjustments, maintenance of boot center mounting and 33mm of adjustment to fit a wide range of boot sizes
- Ski brake and crampon compatible
- Complete disassembly and re-assembly possible
- Lightweight

TOE FEATURES

TOUR LOCK MODE
Easy to use front lever offers complete control of step-in process as well as tour lock mode

BOOT STOP
Allows for quick and proper toe placement for easy step-in

HIGH STRENGTH FORGED ALUMINUM ARMS
Offer increased rigidity of binding and boot interface

MATERIALS
Forged aerospace aluminum toe-jaws, chassis and heel-post.
Fibre reinforced binding mounting base plates.

DIN SETTINGS*
5 - 10

WEIGHT
1430g / 50oz

* CERTIFICATION PENDING

HEEL FEATURES

BASE PLATE MOUNTING SYSTEM
Allows 33mm of adjustment for a wide range of boot fittings

TURRET
Shifts fore and aft allowing for on-the-fly switching between tour and ski modes

REINFORCED HEEL POST
Reinforced heel post design improves durability and increases rigidity for maximum ski performance

ONyx ACCESSORIES

CRAMPON
- Multiple widths available to fit most skis
- Easy one-handed installation and removal
- No additional drilling of ski required
- Compatible with bellowed AT boots (Scarpa F1,F3)
- Functional with climbing heels deployed
- Lightweight

SKI BRAKE
- Multiple widths available to fit most skis
- Easy and quick installation
- Easy lock into tour mode
- Automatic activation when returning to ski mode
- Dependable and reliable
- Lightweight

POLE ACTUATED HEEL LIFTS
Easy-to-use and reliable pole-actuated heel lifts allow for high and low lift options

MODE CHANGE LEVER
Pole-actuated lever allows for easy changes between ski and tour mode

FORGED ALUMINUM CHASSIS
Stiff aluminum chassis transfers loads to the ski.

BACK VIEW, TOUR MODE
BACK VIEW, TOUR MODE WITH HIGH AND LOW LIFTS DEPLOYED
BACK VIEW, SKI MODE
FRONT VIEW, SKI MODE
FRONT VIEW, SKI MODE

BASE PLATE MOUNTING SYSTEM
3 mounting positions allow for multiple boot fittings and maintenance of boot centre

G3 ONYX ONyx ACCESSORIES
TARGA ASCENT

The TARGA Ascent, G3’s lightweight, high performance touring telemark binding, combines the award winning TARGA T/9 with a pole-activated free pivot system, easily switching the binding from tour to ski mode. In tour mode, the Ascent is biomechanically engineered for efficiency as it pivots unrestricted on a stainless steel axle. With an easy flick of the switch the Ascent converts into an aggressive high performance binding, engaging the powerful G3 compression spring cartridges for outstanding downhill control.

FEATURES

- Pivot point is located 7mm forward of the pinline for a natural feel and efficient stride
- Frictionless stainless steel axle eliminates the burden of boot flex resistance
- Pole-activated, elastomer-spring climbing heel provides 70mm of rise
- 3° wedge and 40mm rise eliminate rocker launch and enhance skiing performance

CARTRIDGES

- WorldCup
- Xmountain
- Crosstour

SIZE

- Men’s US 4.5 – 14.0
- Euro 37.0 – 49.0

WEIGHT

- 1418g / 50oz

TARGA ASCENT S/S

Take the award winning, lightweight, free pivoting TARGA Ascent; incorporate the TARGA stainless steel toe plate and you have the TARGA Ascent S/S. A bomber binding at an economical price for skiers who put their equipment through the wringer.

SIZE

- Men’s US 4.5 – 14.0
- Euro 37.0 – 49.0

WEIGHT

- 1580g / 55.7oz

TARGA ASCENT ACCESSORIES

ASCENT CLIMBING WIRES

Upgrade the TARGA Ascent for even steeper terrain

- Stainless steel wires
- Adds 25mm height to Ascent heel for total height of 95mm

WEIGHT

- 16g / .5oz

ASCENT CRAMPONS

- Operational in both ski and tour mode
- Easy on-the-fly installation
- Reliable in hard, firm snow and ice.
- Crampons lift away in tour mode to reduce resistance
- Lightweight and dependable

SIZE

- 85mm
- 110mm

WEIGHT

- 280g / 9.8oz
- 300g / 10.5oz

Learn more at genuineguidegear.com/telemark_bindings.html
G3 CARTRIDGES – THE ORIGINAL COMPRESSION CARTRIDGE

The first manufacturer to use compression spring cartridges in telemark bindings, G3 continues to set the industry standard. CrossTour, XMountain and WorldCup cartridges match cable tension and boot stiffness.

Designed for touring or lighter passengers (CrossTour), resort skiing (XMountain) or racing (WorldCup), G3 interchangeable cartridges generate minimal ski shovel loading and greatly reduce painful toe-crunch, enhancing your performance and enjoyment.

FEATURES

- Maximum ski control and performance
- Durable stainless steel casing
- Extended cartridge length and spring travel to accommodate larger, stiffer boots
- Up to 30mm / 1.15in of spring travel
- Easily adjusted for fine-tuning perfection
- Maintenance free, dry spring design

G3 TOURTHROW

Included with all TARGA bindings, G3’s TourThrow increases touring efficiency of the TARGA and T/9 by 32%.

TARGA BINDINGS

FEATURES FOUND ON ALL G3 TARGA BINDINGS

- 4-hole drill pattern for the most dependable ski mount (Ascent has 6-hole pattern with
  4 holes common with other TARGAs)
- A choice of interchangeable pre-compressed spring cartridges (See G3 Cartridges, bottom right)
- Anti-ice plates, fore and aft, eliminate ice build-up underfoot and maximize boot fit and ski control
- Angled, dual-sided cable guides eliminate cable fatigue
- Quad-riveted toe box design for optimal strength and durability
- One-size-fits-all cable length

CARTRIDGES

WorldCup
Xmountain
Crosstour

SIZE

Men’s US 4.5 – 14.0
Euro 37.0 – 49.0

WEIGHT

1020g / 37.5oz

HEIGHT

21mm

TARGA T/9

FEATURES

- Lightweight performance
- Aluminum toe plate saves weight without sacrificing strength
- Robust stainless steel toe bar provides maximum durability

CARTRIDGES

WorldCup
Xmountain
Crosstour

SIZE

Men’s US 4.5 – 14.0
Euro 37.0 – 49.0

WEIGHT

1213g / 42.5oz

HEIGHT

21mm

TARGA

FEATURES

- Most proven and time-tested telemark binding
- Extremely durable stainless steel components

G3 Bindings / TARGA + TARGA T/9

Learn more at genuineguidegear.com/telemark_bindings.html
TARGA BACKCOUNTRY KIT
A collection of spare parts for all TARGA and TARGA Ascent bindings.

WEDGES
Designed to reduce rocker launch and immediately engage TARGA compression spring cartridges for enhanced downhill performance.
WEIGHT 56g / 2oz

CLIMBING WIRES
Upgrade the TARGA telemark bindings to full-fledged climbing machines. Stainless steel wires can be used with all G3 TARGA Climbing Heels and 15mm Binding Shims.

MOUNTING JIG
G3 precision molded jig for TARGA and TARGA Ascent Bindings.
> Expands to 132mm
> Self centering
> Lightweight

PLASTIC SKI LEASH
Ultra-light, yet super-strong plastic pinch clip is stronger and lighter than the metal clasp.
WEIGHT 20g / .7oz

METAL SKI LEASH
Built with a robust metal thumb trigger and generous lengths of coated cable.
WEIGHT 77g / 2.7oz

TARGA RENTAL / DEMO KIT
The G3 TARGA Rental/Demo Kit allows for quick adjustment of binding cable length and heel location. Two sizing charts run the length of the Rental/Demo Shim, indicating the correct location for the sliding heel, based on boots sized 4.0 – 13.0 (Men’s US), and 23 – 32 (Mondopoint).

TARGA SHIM EXTENDER
Provides exceptional snow clearance to prevent boot-out while increasing leverage.
HEIGHT 15mm / 0.6in
WEIGHT 243g / 8.5oz

UNIVERSAL BINDING SHIM
An easy and economical performance accessory for 3-hole mounted bindings.
> Not compatible with TARGA bindings
HEIGHT 15mm / 0.6in
WEIGHT 283g / 10oz

8MM CLIMBING HEELS
For use with telemark bindings not mounted on binding shims, G3 8mm Climbing Heels with dual height Climbing Wires easily activate and retract to reduce fatigue and increase traction during steep ascents.
HEIGHT 15mm / 0.6in
WEIGHT 109g / 3.8oz

21MM CLIMBING HEELS
The same heel post as found on the TARGA bindings and 15mm Binding Shim.
WEIGHT 142g / 5oz
Whether you choose our award-winning lightweight Alpinist Skins with our patented tip attachment, or our performance-proven Expedition Skins, G3 climbing skins offer effortless glide and unwavering traction to keep you climbing strong all day.

Strong, durable and time tested, G3’s line of Backcountry Shovels, Avalanche Probes and Snow Saws continue to be the first choice in backcountry gear.

Don’t believe us? Have a peek inside a guide’s pack. From the Alps to the Rockies, Andes to Appalachians, G3 gear can be found in the packs of mountain professionals around the globe. G3 Climbing Skins and Backcountry Essentials — truly Genuine Guide Gear.

Photo: www.selkirksperience.com
**ALPINIST CLIMBING SKIN**
Alpinist Skins have been engineered from tip to tail to be the best gliding, driest, most secure climbing skins available.

**FEATURES**
- Tip Connector. Low profile, pivoting hands fit any ski tip securely. Elimination of fold-over reduces skin weight and eliminates snow build-up under the skin, improving skin retention.
- Fast gliding, synthetic plush for improved glide, awesome traction and dramatically lighter weight.
- The RipStrip reduces skin to skin adhesion, making the skin easy to pull apart and reducing transition time.
- Laminated tail features the dependable G3 Tail connection system, only with less weight and drag.
- Advanced water proofing treatment keeps skins dry and prevents clumping in wet conditions and when moving through multiple alpine climate zones.
- Same dependable, temperature tolerant adhesive as found on Expedition Skins – easy to peel, but sticks to bases at all temperatures.
- Non-toxic adhesive (solvents are not used).
- Easily trimmed to fit.

**CHOOSING YOUR ALPINIST SKINS**
Alpinist Skins are designed to fit right out of the box. No more trimming to length or installing tip loops. There are five different Alpinist Skin lengths; each length will fit a range of skis. Consult the size chart to determine which skin length matches the length of your ski. To determine the width you require, refer to the Shaped vs Straight information below.

**SHAPED VS STRAIGHT**
There are two schools of thought on the selection and fit of G3 Climbing Skins, shaped and straight.

**SHAPED**
You can get maximum skin coverage by choosing a skin that is slightly narrower than the widest part of your ski and trimming the skin to the sidecut/shape of your ski, as described in the skin instructions. The extra work required to trim will more than make up for itself with the superior grip of a skin with “wall to wall” coverage.

Choose a skin that covers your ski base “wall to wall” (edge to edge) about 25cm (10in) back from the ski tip. E.g. If the dimensions of your skis are 115-77-105, a pair of 110mm skins will do nicely.

**STRAIGHT**
To avoid trimming, choose a skin to fit the narrowest part of your ski. This set-up is lighter, glides better and eliminates the possibility of contaminating exposed glue when storing skins. Straight skins are also easier to fold for packing and storage. E.g. If the dimensions of your skis are 115-77-105, a pair of 70mm skins will do the trick.

**SIZE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>SKI LENGTH (CM)*</th>
<th>SKIN WIDTH (MM)</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x short</td>
<td>153 – 163</td>
<td>70, 85, 100, 115, 130</td>
<td>411g / 14.5oz – 656g / 23.2oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short</td>
<td>162 – 172</td>
<td>70, 85, 100, 115, 130</td>
<td>431g / 15.2oz – 694g / 24.5oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>171 – 181</td>
<td>70, 85, 100, 115, 130</td>
<td>451g / 15.9oz – 732g / 25.8oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>180 – 190</td>
<td>70, 85, 100, 115, 130</td>
<td>471g / 16.6oz – 769g / 27.1oz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x long</td>
<td>189 – 199</td>
<td>70, 85, 100, 115, 130</td>
<td>492g / 17.3oz – 807g / 28.5oz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* skin is approximately 5 cm shorter than the ski
**G3 EXPEDITION SKINS**

G3’s Expedition Skins include our patented, fool-proof Tip & Tail Connection System. This system, utilizing a tip loop, has become the most popular skin connector system on the market. Its design works with any shape ski and allows for hassle-free installation and removal while your skis are still on! With trusted adhesive and robust construction, Expedition Skins will propel you to new heights for years to come. Expedition Skins include the G3 Trim Tool, G3 Skin Savers and a durable storage bag.

**LENGTH** 205cm (trim to fit with G3 Trim Tool – included)

**FEATURES**

- Laminated tail features the dependable G3 Tail connection system, only with less weight and drag
- Utilizes time-tested tip loop system
- **NEW** The RipStrip reduces skin to skin adhesion, making the skin easy to pull apart and reducing transition time
- Temperature tolerant adhesive – easy to peel, but sticks to bases at all temperatures
- Synthetic, plush
- Easily trimmed to fit
- Non-toxic adhesive (solvents are not used)
- Waterproofed

**G3 TIP & TAIL CONNECTOR KIT**

Also available separately, G3’s Tip & Tail Connector Kit works with all types of skins.

- Dependable
- Fool-proof

**TIP LOOP SIZES**

SM, MED, LG

The G3 website is a good resource for determining the best tip loop size, which will vary depending on ski model.

**G3 TRIM TOOL**

By paying attention to the smallest detail, G3 created a radically new Trim Tool. With an ergonomic grip, double-blade design and built-in offset that leaves ski edges exposed while eliminating skin repositioning, the G3 Trim Tool promises a vastly improved experience and a perfect trim.

Included with all G3 Skins, the G3 Trim Tool makes skin trimming lightning quick and easily customizes skin width to match the shape of skis for maximum traction.

**G3 SKIN SAVERS**

G3 Skin Savers make skins much easier to handle after they have been stored long-term and help to preserve the life of their glue.

Included with all G3 Skins, our Skin Savers are also available separately in 200cm lengths and a variety of widths.

- **130MM SKIN SAVERS**
  - Fits 110 - 130mm skins
- **110MM SKIN SAVERS**
  - Fits 80 - 100mm skins
- **80MM SKIN SAVERS**
  - Fits 50 - 70mm skins

**G3 GLUE RENEW**

- Available in full sheets (best for consumer) or 50yd rolls (best for shop use)
- Suitable for all types of skins
- G3 premium adhesive
- Iron on application
- Quick and easy reconditioning

**GLUE RENEW**

- Full sheet (200cm long, 130mm wide)
- **GLUE RENEW**
  - 50yd roll (130mm wide)
**G3 AVITECH**

An innovative, strong and extremely durable shovel for backcountry travelers and industry professionals. Heat treating the aluminum connector tube and blade after TIG welding relieves residual stresses and produces a stronger shaft-to-blade interface.

**FEATURES**

> TIG welded connector tube for maximum strength
> Premium post-production heat treated 6061 T6 aluminum blade
> Powerful D-grip handle with unique ice axe loop attachment
> Dry-stash compartment in handle
> Slotted blade for rescue sled construction
> Flat blade surface is ideal for snow study use

**PRODUCTS**

AviTECH Shovel D-Grip
AviTECH Shovel T-Grip

**WEIGHTS**

730g / 26.0oz T-Grip
770g / 27.2oz D-Grip

**PACKED LENGTH**

46cm / 18in

**BLADE WIDTH**

24cm / 9.5in

**BLADE LENGTH**

26.5cm / 10.5in

---

**G3 SPADETECH**

Versatility is the inspiration for the SpadeTECH shovel. In a guide’s hands a shovel must do more than move snow. Guides use them to evaluate snowpack, set track, chop cornices and a multitude of other crucial functions. The SpadeTECH shovel — backcountry versatility and proven durability in a compact package.

**FEATURES**

> Lightweight, compact design is easy to stow and quick to use
> Low angle blade features a rounded leading edge to penetrate consolidated snow
> Handmade TIG welded connector tube for incredible durability
> Premium post-production heat treated 6061 T6 aluminum blade
> T-Grip handle provides a solid, ergonomic hold

**PRODUCTS**

SpadeTECH T-Grip
SpadeTECH D-Grip

**WEIGHTS**

630g / 22oz T-Grip
670g / 24oz D-Grip

**PACKED LENGTH**

57cm / 22in

**BLADE WIDTH**

20.5cm / 8in

**BLADE LENGTH**

25cm / 10in

---

**SIZE COMPARISON**

SpadeTECH T-Grip and AviTECH D-Grip
CARBON SPEED PRO AVALANCHE PROBES

When weight and safety are equal concerns, have the new G3 Carbon Speed Pro Probes in your pack. Strong and lightning quick to deploy, the Carbon is the lightest and stiffest G3 probe.

CARBON SPEED PRO AND CARBON SPEED PRO TECH

- Carbon fiber tubing
- Specialty coated stainless steel cable
- Fool-proof tension mechanism
- Oversized tip
- Includes durable storage sac with positive tie-on points
- Carbon Speed Pro Tech probe offers measurement markings every 5mm, numbered at 5 cm increments

COLOR Black

SIZE SEGMENT LENGTH WEIGHT WITH STORAGE BAG
240cm / 7ft11in 40cm / 15.7in* 247g / 8.7oz
320cm / 10ft6in 46cm / 18in 300g / 10.6oz

SPEED PRO AVALANCHE PROBES

For emergency situations where every second counts, G3 Speed Pro Avalanche Probes assemble with only a flick of the probe and pull of the cable.

200, 230, 240, 320 SPEED PRO

- EASTON High Strength 7075 T6 tubing
- Speed cones for lightening quick assembly
- Specialty coated stainless steel cable
- Fool-proof tension mechanism
- Oversized tip
- Includes durable storage sac with positive tie-on points

COLOR Silver and gold – anodized

240 & 320 SPEED PRO TECH

- Features precise laser etched measurement markings every 5mm, numbered at 5cm increments
- An indispensable snow pit and snow depth measurement tool

COLOR Red and black – anodized

SIZE SEGMENT LENGTH WEIGHT WITH STORAGE BAG
200cm / 6ft7in 40cm / 15.7in* 227g / 8.0oz
230cm / 7ft6in 46cm / 18in 248g / 8.7oz
240cm / 7ft11in 40cm / 15.7in* 266g / 9.4oz
320cm / 10ft6in 46cm / 18in 336g / 11.9oz

* SHORTER HOCME SEGMENTS MAKE THE 200, 240 AND 240TECH PROBES IDEAL FOR DAYPACKS AND METRIC SNOW PROFILE MEASUREMENTS.

350 SOLID PROBE

Over-built for maximum strength and abusive use by professional SAR teams requiring a solid, reliable tool for recovery operations. Penetrates dense and consolidated avalanche debris without deflection.

350 SOLID PROBE, COMPLETE KIT

Includes seven sections, oversized tip and durable storage sac with positive tie-on points

COLOR Red and black – anodized

SIZE OVERALL LENGTH SEGMENT LENGTH WEIGHT
350 Solid Probe, Complete Kit 350cm / 11ft6in 50cm / 19.7in 1865g / 65.8oz
350 Solid Probe Segment — 50cm / 19.7in 265g / 9.3oz
350 Solid Probe Tip — — 10g / 0.35oz

INDUSTRIAL SERIES AVALANCHE PROBES

Designed for industrial applications, ski patrol and SAR initial response teams. A heavier duty system provides increased strength for fast and faultless snow penetration in all rescue situations.

240 INDUSTRIAL AND 240 INDUSTRIAL TECH

- Large diameter 5/8” EASTON 7075 E9 tubing
- 25% increase in diameter, 40% increase in wall thickness and 50% less deflection
- Specialty coated stainless steel cable
- Fool-proof tension mechanism
- Oversized tip
- Includes durable storage sac with positive tie-on points
- 240 Industrial TECH features precise laser etched measurement markings every 5mm, numbered at 5cm increments

COLOR Red and black – anodized

SIZE SEGMENT LENGTH WEIGHT WITH STORAGE BAG
240cm / 7ft11in 40cm / 15.7in 410g / 14.5oz

G3 Backcountry Essentials / Probes

Solid brushed aluminum rod construction
Threaded assembly system
Oversized tip
Infinite length possibilities
Solid as a complete kit. Individual segments and tips available

350 SOLID PROBE SEGMENT

Replacement sections

350 SOLID PROBE TIP

Oversized threaded tip

Learn more at genuineguidegear.com/backcountry_avalanche_probes.html
**BONESAW**

The G3 Bonesaw is streamlined, lightweight, packable, easily extendable and tough enough to cut bone.

**FEATURES**
- Aircraft-grade stainless steel blade cuts wood as well as snow and ice
- Offset teeth cut on the pull stroke and glide effortlessly on the push stroke
- Low-profile handle shaped for the hand
- Rubber coating for insulation and grip
- Designed to be easily and securely attached to a ski pole, shovel handle or ice axe for additional reach when cutting cornices, Rutschblocks or for other snow science uses
- Lightweight, low-profile sheath is designed to protect the contents of your pack

**TOTAL LENGTH**
47cm / 18in

**CUTTING LENGTH**
35cm / 13.8in

**MATERIAL**
Hardened stainless steel

**WEIGHT**
169g / 5.9oz

---

**G3 RUTSCHBLOCK CORD**

This innovative avalanche accessory provides vastly improved performance over the traditional knotted rope, producing effective snow profiles with minimal effort.

**FEATURES**
- Lightweight cable is virtually indestructible
- Low profile swage springs slice through snow and ice
- Large loop handles can be used with gloves or mitts

**COLOUR**
Red cable

**LENGTH**
5.75m / 18ft 10in

---

Learn more at genuineguidegear.com/backcountry_saws.html